myBuildings™

What is myBuildings™ and how can it assist in the management of retail properties?

Whether you in-source, out-source or co-source your Facilities Management, whether you manage the facilities of a shopping centre, outlet or a portfolio of retail properties – myBuildings™ will provide you with

- Enhanced service
- Reduced operational costs
- Reduced risk
- Control of service providers

myBuildings™ is a world-class, cloud-based Facilities Management Software solution. Once it is implemented, you’ll wonder how you’ve managed without it.

The benefits:

- Proven, cost-effective solution which is painless to implement.
- Increase transparency
- Reduce operational costs
- Mitigate risk
- Make informed decisions
- Control and monitor contractors
- Engage with your tenants, their staff and help them engage with their customers

Learn more:

Core Vision is specialised in providing world-class software solutions exclusively to the property sector since 2001.

Speak to one of our experienced myBuildings™ consultants today.